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Paula Sithering

Q. Paula tells me she used to write but what Im ineested in now Paula

is to tell me of your experiences in the camps.

Thats why Im here. was sent to place that dont meet anybody

from there not one person. You can call it the end of the world in the

Tigris the farthest place in Russia calledTigris completely uncivilized

jungle.

Q. You mustve been very scared.

A. was child

Q. How old

A. was about 12 years old.

Q. You were there with your parents

A. was there with my parents sister brother.How should describe

this place Jungle You couldnt walk in the daytime outside and you

couldnt walk at night. In thearack. In one barack we were up to one

hundred people and dont know what you call this animal that sucks

blood in english.

Q. Lice

A. Lice...thats luxurynever mind lice its worse than lice. Lice

dont take your blood. Its something else dont know the name in America

but do you know what mean

Q. Yes.

A. Millions but in the daytime theyre such horrible mosquitoes. was

bitten and still have mark from it. You had to wear mask on your face

Q. How long were you there

A. few months. People rebeled over there in other words like the

Warsaw Ghetto should say it. And they took us out from there

coming of th winter. From there they took us to Siberia. And this

particular they took revenge and there is particular experience

that have to describe. This horrible dont meet nobody from this

place and you feel that you shouldnt be completely left out andthis

description have at home.

Q. You have it at home Could you remember little bit of it you can tell

me
A. No.. .as told you before am not very good as speaker. write

with my pen pay with my pen.

Q. Maybe can get little bit of it from talking to you



A. The way described it. Im not talker. do talk to meetings

occasionally. This spoke to few hundred children Yeshiva children.

Q. Do you have any children.

A. Yes.

Q. How many

A. have two children and ten grandchildren. daughter who works for

MBSscripts and my son is age 25 and he works as consultant with

computers.

0. So you really got back to your life all together after your experiences

A. Yes and perhaps did little mistake in not talking about this

with my children but wanted those experiences wanted to spare

them from this which now realize that it was wrong. Too late Im be

ginning to realize. wanted to spare them believe child should have

his childhood but if youre going to do that...

Q. But maybe the circumstances did not allow it.

A. Youre right...youre very smart man youre smart man. Circustances

did not allow it. arrived here without penny small child and

wanted somehow to give childhood better than mine

and trying to give give give.

Q. This is dream of all parents you know to give our children what we

couldnt have...

A. True seem to psychologically but yet shouldve told them like

what was his name.. .Kumba

Q. Kuntaquintee

A. Right shouldve been Kuntaquintee which wasnt. They know

they know.

Q. You were you in your own way different way...

A. No we should start out like Kumtaquinta left the message.

Q. We cannot all be the same thing. But by you coming here and being in

volved in what you are is giving them message that theyre learning.

A. But now Im beginning to realize that that kind of messages involve

lot of crying lot of crying.

Q. Even when you were here

A. Yes in America thats what Im thinking. Particularly think of

my son when said it for the first time and cried so much there.

was in the house and met my sister that didnt meet for 23 years.

And we didnt recognize each other and we were staying in and

was crying and crying and my son came over American child and he said



Isnt there and then realized what am doing to this child

what am doing to him. And there is sentence in his face my son.

Q. So you saw your sisters living in Israel

A. Yes my two sisters are living in Israel.

Q. Were they able to get out from Poland

A. Yes but we were separated. Theyre much older than am.

Q. Were you in the environment of the gas chambers or anything like that

A. No. When returned to Poland 1945. They ran away from Russia

Q. Who took you to Russia

A. of course in cattle wagons to Siberia just told you at the

beginning.

Q. But why did they take you there

A. Ill tell you why. First of all the Germans came to our city and right

away you could see.. you know and they left our city and the Russians

came in. And then the Russians left and the Germans were supposed to

come back and we left with the Russians. Poland was divided. And then

for some reason they demanded from us passports to become Russian

citizens which my parents as remember didnt want to. So either we

went back from were we came or become Russian citizens. So we signed

that we were going to go back and we thought theyd leave us theyd

not take us back from the city. And it turned out for the bad they

send us to Siberia not to Siberia but to the Tigris whic-i described

to you. Do you understand

Q. Yes.

A. From there to Siberia from Siberia toi
Q. It is long history.

A. have long long history. Ive been published in few places.

One day at the time is my story from. The trooicanLathviathe

and would say there were numbers of people who were dying in the

streets and nobody knows about them because their parents were left

when they ran away from the Germans.

0. In the camps

A. Not in the cam-os but in the other side of Poland. They ran away from

their parents their parents were left with the Germans. Young people

are always rebelious they ran away and they died in Russia and Asia

nobody knows about them.

Q. So what were really seeing is six



and they were getting the same kind of treatment that the others.

A. Not exactly there wereno gas chambers. And at that particular time

cannot say that suffered from being Jew. Not from being Jew at

that time didnt know that. For other reasons they sent us to these

horrible places that already described to you and in particular the.boldj

description that left home. Siberia have little thing to describe

like the diary from Anne Frank experience from Siberia the holiday.

left it home. And the description from Asia then have description

when return to Poland. In 1945 we ran away from Russia because we

were afraid that they were not going to let us out. And over there

worked with those children that they found from the Poles. Some people

from Israel then came the brecha they were called and they began to

organize Kibbutzim in 1946. And we get some children back from Poles

for money Jewish children and some councils brought back the children

and the Reich was working with them which came story too and Ive

written about it. The story is called Blue eyes. knew shouldnt

call it the name of particular child and that all children should be

the same. But this child caught my love. was child myself then and

this child was with kids looks youve seen the pictures dont have

to describe that to you. These children didnt know anything they

didnt even know that they were Jewish children. They were little. And

this child was following me like puppy. came when they arrived

being an orphan myself was eighteen. And they brought all these

children and understood them had feelings for them. walked into

their room they were all laying again strange place wild terrified.

grabbed towels and from those towels made some dolls. And each child

handed doll into bed and each child got pt from me kiss.

And this particular girl

it was very...those childrem were being smuggled we wanted to get them

somehow to Israel we didnt have Israel then. And was in the border

of Czechoslovakia and the child begged me to go with her she herself

followed me everywhere and in the middle of the night she crawled into

my bed near me she fell asleep. And she was begging to me at the border

comr with us how could explain to her that couldnt go with her

had more work to do with more children. She wouldnt understand this.

And they grabbed her away from me it was the whistle and Ive not seen

this child anymore
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Citryn

MR. MARTIN This is side of tape number 116 and

am now going to do an interview with Paula Citryn who is

from Poland and she is now here with us in Washington D.C.

She tells me she used to write but what am

more interested in

MS. CITRYN Im writing.

MR. MARTIN What am interested in now Paula

is to tell me of your experiences in the camps you know.

MS. CITRYN Thats what Im -- yes. Well Ive

been sent away at the place that dont meet anybody from

there. There is only one person. You could call it the end

of the world in the Tigas phonetic. In the farthest place

in Russia called Tigas. Completely uncivilized jungle.

MR. MARTIN You must have been very fearful.

MS. CITRYN What

MR. MARTIN You must have been very scared.

MS. CITRYN was child.

MR. MARTIN How old

MS. CITRYN was about 12 years old.

MR. MARTIN You were there with your parents

MS. CITRYN was with my parents sisters

brothers. And this particular boat that took us there no

no no no. Wait minute.

Well what should describe this place jungle.

You couldnt walk in the daytime outdoors and you couldnt

walk at night in the barrack. In one barrack we were few
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hundred people. dont know how even to name it in English

those little that suck your blood. How do you say this in

English

MR. MARTIN Lice

MS. CITRYN Lice thats luxury. Never mind

lice. Its worse than lice. Lice dont take your blood.

They something else.

MR. MARTIN Ticks.

MS. CITRYN dont know the name. We havent

got them in America so dont know the name of it. You

know what mean.

MR. MARTIN Yes know.

MS. CITRYN Lice lice listen millions.

But in the daytime was such horrible mosquitos. was bitten

on my head where had mark from it. You had to wear

mask on your face.

MR. MARTIN How long did you stay there

MS. CITRYN few months. And the people

rebelled over there. In other words -- inaudible say it.

And they took us out from there only families who had big

children were taken out from there with the coming of the

winter. From there they took us to Siberia. And this

particular boat they look revenge. So there was particular

experience that have described this horrible boat.

dont meet nobody from this place and it really shouldnt

be completely
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MR. MARTIN Left out.

MS. CITRYN -- left out and like this description

have home.

MR. MARTIN You have at home.

MS. CITRYN Yes.

MR. MARTIN Could you remember little of it

you can tell me about it

MS. CITRYN No. As told you before Im

writer Im not speaker. write it by pen. paint with

my pen.

MR. MARTIN want you to send it for us. You

have our address. Im sure you can send it for us. And

maybe can get little bit of it from talking to you.

MS. CITRYN The way described Im not

talker.

MR. MARTIN will draw it out of you.

MS. CITRYN do talk to meetings occasionally.

This time spoke to few hundred children Yeshiva children.

MR. MARTIN Do you have any children

MS. CITRYN Yes.

MR. MARTIN How many

MS. CITRYN have two children and twin grand

children and daughter. My daughter works for NBS Scripts

phonetic. My son at age 25 is consultant in computers

and father of twins.

MR. MARTIN So you have gotten your life all
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together after these experiences

MS. CITRYN Yes. perhaps did little mistake

that didnt share it too much with my children. wanted

those experiences wanted them prevent from this which

now Im beginning to realize it was wrong. Too late Im

beginning to realize.

MR. MARTIN Well maybe --

MS. CITRYN wanted to spare believe

child should have good childhood. But if youre going

to do that

MR. MARTIN Maybe the circumstances did not

allow it.

MS. CITRYN Youre right. Youre very smart

man. You are smart man. Circumstances didnt allow it.

arrived here without penny small child. And wanted

somehow make childhood better than mine. So went slaving

and trying to give and give and give and give.

MR. MARTIN Its dream of us all parents

you know. to give our children what we didnt have.

MS. CITRYN Well true. Oh see in general

psychologically but yet should have like the Roots

should have told them like what was his name Kuinba

MR. MARTIN Kunta Kinte phonetic.

MS. CITRYN Right should have been Kunta

Kinte. Which wasnt.

MR. MARTIN But maybe --
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MS. CITRYN They know they know.

MR. MARTIN But maybe you in your own way in

different way

MS. CITRYN No you should start out like Kunta

Kinte left message.

MR. MARTIN All right. We cant all do the same

thing.

MS. CITRYN didnt know --

MR. MARTIN And Im sure the fact that by you

coming here you being involved in what you are is giving

them that sense of feeling of message that they are

learning.

MS. CITRYN But Im now beginning to realize

that that kind of messages are think -- well theyve

seen lot of sadness. was always crying. lot of crying.

MR. MARTIN Even when you were here Even when

MS. CITRYN And make you feel guilty. Yes

in America thats what Im thinking. Particularly took my

son to Israel for the first time. And cried so much there.

was in the ocean. met my sister that didnt see for

23 years.

MR. MARTIN Gosh.

MS. CITRYN And we didnt recognize each other.

And we were standing in the ocean. was crying and crying.

And my son kid of 12 came over American child and he

said Isnt there enough water in the ocean Do you have
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to add

Then realized what am doing to this child

What am doing to him And there is sadness in his

face my son.

MR. MARTIN Yes. So you saw your sister living

in Israel

MS. CITRYN Yes my two sisters are living

in Israel.

MR. MARTIN They were able to get out from

Poland

MS. CITRYN Yes but we were separated.

MR. MARTIN Separated.

MS. CITRYN Yes. They are much older than am.

MR. MARTIN Were you in the environment of the

gas chambers or anything like that

MS. CITRYN No no no. Thats when

returned to Poiand in 1945

MR. MARTIN 19 --

MS. CITRYN 45 we run away from Russia.

And thencover phonetic there was after us. They said

study --

MR. MARTIN Who took you the Russians

MS. CITRYN Thencovers phonetic of course

in cattle wagons to Siberia just told you in the

beginning.

MR. MARTIN know but --
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MS. CITRYN Why did they take us there

MR. MARTIN Yes Why did they take you there

MS. CITRYN Ill tell you why. First off

the German came to our city and right away you can see

the you know. And then they left our city and the

Russians came in. And then the Russians left and the

Germans were supposed to come back and we left with the

Russians. Poland was divided.

MR. MARTIN Right.

MS. CITRYN And then for some reason they

demanded for us we didnt like the Russians either.

Communism. They demanded from us to take passports

to become Russian citizen. Which my parents thats

what remember. We didnt want to.

So we figured either to go back from where

we came or become Russian citizen. And we didnt

so we figured the well sign that we want to go

back and they will leave us. They are not going to

send us away from the cities. And it turned out for

that they sent us to Siberia. Not to Siberia but to

the Tigas phonetic that described to you. You

understand.

MR. MARTIN Right yes.

MS. CITRYN Yes. From there to Siberia.

From Siberia went to Asia.

MR. MARTIN You are traveled lady.
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MS. CITRYN have long long history. Ive

been published few places. One day at time is my story

from Asia with the tropical malaria the diptheria and

would say well dont know numbers of people

were dying on the streets. Nobody knows about them because

the parents they run away from the Germans single. While

the parents were left.

MR. MARTIN In the camps

MS. CITRYN Not in the camps in the other

side Poland. They run away from the parents. The parents

were left with the Germans. Young people are always rebellious..

They run away and they died in Russia -- in Asia. Nobody

knows about them even.

MR. MARTIN So what we are really saying is

six of one half dozen of the other. Six of one and half

dozen of the other it means the same. The same kind of

treatment that they were getting in sense from

MS. CITRYN Not exactly. We didnt have the

gas chambers.

MR. MARTIN Okay.

MS. CITRYN No gas chambers. And at that

particular time cannot say that suffered for being

Jew not for being Jew at that time. didnt know that.

We suffered for other reasons.

They sent us to these horrible places the jungle

that described to you and particular this boat the
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description that left home.

MR. MARTIN Right.

MS. CITRYN Siberia have little thing

described like the diary from Anne Frank my experience

from Siberia the holiday. left it home. And the

description from Asia. Then have description when

returned to Poland. 1945 we run away from Russia

because we were afraid they are not going to let us out.

And over there worked with those children that they

found from the Poles. Some people from Israel then came

Dabicha phonetic they were called. And they began to

organize kibbutzim and so on 1945. And we get some

children back from Poles for money Jewish children. Some

kind souls brought back those children.

And there was working with them which came

out story too. have written about it. The story is

called Blue Eyes.

MR. MARTIN Blue Eyes

MS. CITRYN Yes. That particular -- knew

that shouldnt fall in love with particular child that

all children should be the same to me. But this child caught

my love. was child myself then. And this child was

the way that kids look. You see the pictures. dont have

to describe it for you. Those children didnt know anything.

They didnt even know that they were Jewish children.

Absolutely. They were little animals. And this child was
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following me like puppet. Puppy. came when they

arrived being an orphan myself was 18 years old then.

And they brought these children. And

understood them. had the feelings for them. walked

into their room. They were all lying again strange

place wild terrified. grabbed towels and from

those towels make dolls and each child handed

doll into bed. Each child got pet from me. kiss.

laid down to another child.

And this particular girl fell in love

with her. And Im describing later on there was

bay. Those children were smuggled out. We wanted to

get them somehow to Israel. We didnt have Israel. And

the child was on the border of Czechoslovakia her

name was Sabina. And she begged me to go with her.

And she herself followed me remember everywhere.

And in the middle of the night she crawled into my bed

near me and she fell asleep.

And she was begging me at the border Come

with us. How can explain her cannot go with you.

have more work to do with more children.

She couldnt understand that. And they

grabbed her away from me. There was whistle. have

never seen this child any more.

And then Im describing that G-d was good

to me. got married later on gave birth to daughter
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and guess what noticed first thing. Big blue eyes.

Now have two grandchildren --

MR. MARTIN Big blue eyes.

MS. CITRYM Twins. Big blue eyes. But

havent forgotten the other girl with the blue eyes.

And wonder if she remembers me somewhere if she

thinks about me. If was good to her how life had

turned out.

Thats the story of the blue eyes in short.

MR. MARTIN Yes. Right.

MS. CITRYN But how did it happen this

description by going to the Statue of Liberty There

is description child grabbed my hair and the mother

was yelling at her in language that didnt under

stand. And looked at this child and the child looked

at me again with those blue eyes. And this brought

the memories back.

And told to the mother Dont scream at

her. Please let me hold her. And hold this child

and felt so good. And now this memory came back.

Thats the story with the blue eyes.

MR. MARTIN It sounds very pleasant. Id

like to read it sometime.

MS. CITRYN will send it to you.

MR. MARTIN Okay.

MS. CITRYN Because Im not good talker
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as said. Im painter.

MR. MARTIN You have done marve1ous

have gotten you to talk.

MS. CITRYN What

MR. MARTIN said have gotten you to talk.

Youve been talking for the past 15 20 minutes.

MS. CITRYN Well you are magician doing

that.

MR. MARTIN You know for me and my

experiences here in these few moments here has been

really tremendous. Seeing the experiences that you all

have gone through. And you all are going through

experiences just by being here and by telling me these

things.

Where do you see your life now as you have

experienced it then Where do you see your life now

How do you look upon yourself now

MS. CITRYN Ill tell you the same thing as

said to the children speaking this Sunday. Im going to

tell you. personally am trying to forget all about it.

Im musician started here at age 30 to take piano

lessons. But people were laughing working in

grocery store raising children taking piano lessons.

There is another story that have written

about neglected mandolin which this mandolin did

for me during the war. It was study traveling running
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from Russia. Russian people like music. And this

mandolin gave me place to sit. Youve seen Dr.

Zhivago how it looks. And thats exactly how it

looks even now.

MR. MARTIN Yes.

MS. CITRYN This mandolin they let me into

the wagon. This mandolin gave me place to sit. This

mandolin somebody gave me piece of bread for playing

it. And now it was laying completely in the basement.

And by looking in the basement cleaning it

found this mandolin and the mandolin brought out all

what they did to me. And said to the mandolin Never

again youre going to stay in the basement. Im going

to put you in the bedroom before my eyes so should

see you every day. Youre not going to be forgotten.

Its called The Forgotten Mandolin. Thats

the story.

But what was telling you minute ago

MR. MARTIN Bringing the mandolin over.

MS. CITRYN Sunday. Sunday. said to the

children because you asked me question. said Im

trying everything to forget. Forget completely.

explained it such. Did they understand me dont

know. But there is certain time certain scene that

you witness and all the past comes to you and stands up

vividly before you and with all the pain. It cannot be
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completely erased. Its much its hard. You try.

Thats the answer to your question

MR. MARTIN Yes.

MS. CITRYN You understood. Did the

children understand this dont know.

MR. MARTIN understand.

MS. CITRYN Because afterward followed

that now right now being in the seeing the children

from now well fed happy the picture came to me

from those other children that were left with the German

shepherds and how they looked and so on. This still

brought the other scene.

You understand what Im saying to you

MR. MARTIN Yes the mandolin --

MS. CITRYN No no. Thats different

thing. Thats what was saying to the American

children now.

MR. MARTIN Okay.

MS. CITRYN As one gets older and is enriched

with experiences

MR. MARTIN Okay.

MS. CITRYN -.- he doesnt want to remember

that. He puts them away aside on your subconscious.

What happens certain moment certain scene

witnessed and it brings it all out so vividly with the

pain with everything that you experienced. Thats
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what said to the children.

And described by looking at them see

the other children which were left to be slaughtered. And

how it looked.

MR. MARTIN Yes yes.

MS. CITRYN And thats the --

MR. MARTIN Must be really painful

experience.

MS. CITRYN Painful is very delicate

word. Isnt there another word in English

MR. MARTIN Yes.

MS. CITRYN More than painful

Painful is very thats luxury word. Whats

his name again from the Roots

MR. MARTIN Alex Haily Kunta Kinte.

MS. CITRYN He would have known better

word than pain.

MR. MARTIN Do you see the Jewish people

having parallel with the peoples of the Kunta Kintes

or the black people going through that suffering

well have experience in being in the

hospital the best nurses were black. Ive seen

compassion in them. Ive seen heart. Better than

white nurses.

MR. MARTIN No when hear the experiences

you speak of the Germans and the
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MS. CITRYN oh Yes.

MR. MARTIN -- say oh G-d now can we --

now this has nothing to do with color or race but how

can man be so inhuman to another man.

MS. CITRYN On see what you mean.

MR. MARTIN What justification lies there

MS. CITRYN There is no justification.

There cannot be justification.

MR. MARTIN Then why did it happen --

MS. CITRYN Because if youre going to

say they are maniacs or they are crazy so why didnt

they kill themselves Why did they kill others

Its the very orthodox the very religious

person would simply say thats why its called

holocaust. Punishment. Thats wnat religious

people would say. We said we were punished. What

you would say dont know. But would say dont

know. Im not thinking about it. Because Im so

full of hate. And so much of anger that cannot yet

come out with justification. There isnt any.

Is there Is there.a justification To rip children

apart Did the child chose sic to be Jew Did you

choose to be what you are Did we chosen

But Gd created us. What can have against

you What can you have against me You pray to somebody.

There is only one Gd. But we are not discussing that
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now right What else do you want to know We got

carried away.

MR. MARTIN Yes.

MS. CITRYN We got carried away.

MR. MARTIN Its all part of it because

its all part of life. Its all part of the whole

process.

remember one beautiful song from Poland

before the war. The words is beautiful. People are

cruel. remember the song Polish song. The word is

gorgeous. Gd created beautiful world. People are

cruel.

MR. MARTIN You are writer. So you under

stand the importance of documenting

MS. CITRYN Yes.

MR. MARTIN -- the history.

MS. CITRYN Yes. My bus is going to

yes what time is it ten after four

MR. MARTIN Yes.

MS. CITRYN have few minutes left yet.

MR. MARTIN Wriat would you like to see done

you know as regards history and what has happened

MS. CITRYN To begin with Im today

and yesterday feel if would be able to cry little

bit. dont know why. wish would see some

American Jews here more. would like an explanation
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for that. They gave an explanation they didnt know

what was going on while those crematorias were burning.

Perhaps its dont know. Thats what they say.

Fine. But feel they should be now with us give us

some more warmth some more compassion. Am wrong

MR. MARTIN To say wnat you feel

MS. CITRYN feel that. met two

American ladies. showed her the picture and

asked What does this picture tell you

They understand the picture beautifully

because thats exactly the picture tells you.

But some of our people didnt understand. They did

American elderly ladies. And they said why dont

you have here transport of American Jews to be

with us here Why work for American people. Why

This is our we are their roots because they came from

Europe. Their grandfathers their grandmothers are

from Europe. And it hurts me so much. Its so painful

to me. They shouldnt be put gate between us.

Shouldnt.

There will be price to pay for that.

Because their own kids will go you know there will

be price to pay. It should be more closeness.

Money is not everything. Just to give few dollars

for Israel thats not everything. You have to give

more. Even while was talking to the children one
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child stood up and asked me dont know how to speak

to children. wasnt child. talk serious. So

one child asks me how was it like in the for the

children in the concentration camp

said What do you mean how was it There

was no children in concentration camp.

They -- so she didnt like that the

principal. She cant inaudible. Makes me wonder.

Who is right she or me Because also happen to believe

children should have good childhood fine but yet

this is the future. This is history. It shall never

never should be forgotten.

They didnt only kill Jews. They killed

the gypsies. You know that the first time the gypsies

went into the fire. First were the gypsies. What did

the gypsies are They are musicians. They are beautiful

people. They dont like to stay put. They like to

travel. Admire nature. They first put into the

crematoriums. Do you have enough of me

MR. MARTIN Oh no. Your bus

MS. CITRYN Yes. So dont know.

Those two ladies told me that there is not enough

place for American wonder if this is the

reason. If would get an answer would feel much

better. would go home much better.

MR. MARTIN Your peace will come.
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MS. CITRYN No no. feel we should

have friencis with American Jewish people here with us.

Give us more bond more compassion. They cannot

understand us Why dont expect that. But they should

have been here with us not sit just at the television.

Its not enough.

MR. MARTIN Well perhaps it is the way that

they have been grown up their environment their society.

MS. CITRYN dont know. Those two ladies

told me there is not enough place.

MR. MARTIN Because you have to understand

they are television society they are technological

society.

MS. CITRYN Televisions others should

watch. They should be with us. Televisions let the

Gentiles watch and learn something from it. But

they should be with us. Dont you think so would

like an answer for that. Im not going get it

MR. MARTIN No am here to just draw

the information from you.

MS. CITRYN know.

MR. MARTIN Okay.

MS. CITRYN know but as told you

from the beginning Im writer. Im not talker.

When represent my writings read them. dont

talk them. Im good for the pen.
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MR. MARTIN think you have done

marvelous for me this afternoon. Thank you.

MS. CITRYN Thanic you. You are beau-

tiful gentleman. Nice gentleman.

MR. MAbTIN And may you enjoy --

MS. CITRYN Peace. You know how you say

in Hebrew peace Im sure you do. Im sure you do.

Shalom.

MR. MARTIN Shalom. All right. My

guest has been Paula Citryn.

MS. CITRYN Yes.

MR. MARTIN And Paula is from Poland.

She is now living here in Brooklyn New York.

MS. CITRYN Yes.

MR. MARTIN All right. Thank you very

much Paula.


